Filmmaking Vocabulary Words

**Shots**
- Extreme close-up
- Close-up
- Medium close-up
- Medium shot
- Long shot
- Wide shot (also called establishing shot)

**Angles**
- Low angle
- Dutch angle (also called canted angle or shot)
- High angle (also called bird’s-eye view)

**Camera Parts**
- Lens
- Lens cap
- Zoom button
- Record button
- Viewfinder
- Firewire / Capture cable

**Tripod Parts**
- Shoe
- Tripod head
- Leg locks
- Pan-handle

**Filmmaking**
- Script writing
- Storyboarding
- Plotting

**Editing Terms**
- Cut
- Crop
- Title
- Credits
- Digital effects
- Footage
- Rough cut

**Transitions**
- Cut
- Dissolve
- Wipe